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major resources being managed out through that offshore haven which I think includes a lot of the 
money that's 
been disappearing from the US government or certainly was disappeared through them through HUD 
and the pump-and-dump
of the housing market so the question is if you're taking the US government books dark and we already 
have the offshore 
havens dark what the world's going on now clearly to me what's important is what we are being told by 
the politicians the pensions are underfunded there's no money to fund the pensions there's no money for
health care there's no money for all these things the reality is well if you say there's no money but you 
refuse to produce audited financial statements for the last 20 years and we have undocumented 
justments that are many thousands of multiples more than what would be considered immaterial I say 
not acceptable time for an audit and and not just an audit of the US government and Aude it a real audit
but an audit of the Federal Reserve if Greg if if I came to you let's let's say dr. Skidmore is a wonderful 
example of a church if you came to the church business meeting and the church had a budget of 
$500,000 and the pastor got up and said we have undocumented justments of five million dollars and or
50 million dollars and I can't give you financial statements and it appears we're missing five million 
dollars from last year what would you say you you wouldn't say well make sure you don't do it next 
year you would say no I want you to go find that five million dollars right same thing with the twenty-
one missing trillion dollars where is it right well it's no money for the pension funds you know if the 
pension funds are going to be unfunded if health care is going to be unfunded if infrastructure is gonna 
be unfunded that I want to know what was that 21train and where did it go do we get a new dollar out 
of this do we do they come up some day and say hey listen but we have a new dollar we're gonna get 
rid of the Fed Reserve does that happen someday daddy days off the reset looks like I mean 
everybody's talking about this reset I mean the I miss out about everybody so we so look like so what 
I'm gonna tell you is that's irrelevant that's a relevant question and here's why if you were in a system 
where a secret group of people can do whatever they want whenever they want including you know 
burn you out of your house or take your assets whenever they want there are no property rights and 
you're in a slavery system so this is far bigger than will there be a dollar or will gold go up in price 
because we'recreating a governance structure that says they can come and steal your assets whenever 
they want I remember when I was involved in the you know really focused on the gold markets the 
group had gotta wrote in a letter to the Treasury saying do you reserve the right to seize gold and they 
came back with a reply on on stationery saying we reserve the right to seize all your assets so this is not
about what will the dollar look about like this is about whether or not you will be allowed to own 
private assets that's how big this is that's why you know if you if you go to Constitution down celeriac 
calm you'll see a picture of George Washington with a big kiss on his forehead our wrap up in the 
second quarter of 2016 was enforce the Constitution er you can kiss your money goodbye so my 
question is will you be allowed to have assets when this is all over because that's what we're doing here
we're changing the legal and governance structure to say you know we reserve the right to not only 
debase your private property but to siphon it or take it I mean if you look at the cover of our 2018 
annual wrap up which we'll publish next month and we're publishing the audios now throughout the 
month but you can see it if you come to HUD missing money dot salary.com or you come to salary.com
you can see it on the cover if you look at what that says is you're putting money into the system and 
then that money is disappearing out the back door while you are on the hook for it make no mistake 
about it Gregg if I put real money in a pension fund and I get... 


